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US Futures-World Markets: It’s hard to believe that a summer where we weren’t allowed to do anything
could fly by, but it did. US futures are lower as investors remain jittery at valuations of growth stocks. Is this a
rotation into value stocks or just an unwind trade? Mega-cap tech names in the Nasdaq continue to get
crushed. Tesla is -10% pre-open. DocuSign, Apple, Amazon, Facebook and Zoom are all down over 3%.
Friday’s impressive, mid-day rally from the lows seems like a month ago. President Trump isn’t helping
matters with talk of his plan to “end” US reliance on China. He threatened to punish any American company
that creates jobs overseas. Is this bluster or will we see any concrete measures? Nikola is +30% on
announcement of a strategic partnership with GM. Democrats refuse to budge from their $2.2 billion relief
package proposal, so a deal doesn’t look promising. SoftBank shares fell 7% yesterday, but stabilized today
after news it was the ‘White Whale’ in the US derivatives market (see article below). Speaking of white
whales- Seinfeld https://bit.ly/3bzYIX0 . Go somewhere else for Brexit headlines. I can’t believe they still
haven’t figured this out, but I’m tired of writing about it. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: -43.30, 10-Yr Yield:
0.692%.
CORE Headlines:
 Investors returning from the Labor Day weekend are watching for signs that a dizzying rally in
technology stocks—and the market recovery it fueled—are losing steam.-WSJ
 A recovery for some seasonal businesses, such as ski resorts, is being hampered by US bans on
foreign worker visas, leaving operations struggling to fill jobs because of the difficulty in recruiting
American workers for jobs that aren’t permanent.-WSJ
 The demands imposed on parents by the virtual school year this fall are, for many of those who work,
straining the strategies they’d used to get through the pandemic up until now—and the hidden cost of
parents quitting work to teach is prompting new recession worries.-WSJ
 New coronavirus cases in the US fell to their lowest level since June 22 amid the Labor Day holiday
weekend, while India overtook Brazil as the second hardest-hit country in the world in terms of total
infections, behind the US.-WSJ
 Exxon downsizes global empire as Wall Street worries about dividend.-Reuters
 Britain went into fresh round of Brexit trade talks with a warning to the European Union that it was
ramping up preparations to leave without an agreement as both sides bickered over rules governing
nearly $1 trillion in commerce.-Reuters
 Production problems at a Boeing 787 Dreamliner factory have prompted air-safety regulators to
review quality-control lapses potentially stretching back almost a decade, but the aerospace giant
says there is no immediate safety threat.-WSJ
 UAL, AAL, DAL, ALK, HA: Relaxing domestic ticket-change fees will cost airlines hundreds of millions
of dollars in lost revenue when passenger bookings start to improve, but it is a loss aimed at winning
back customers as competition intensifies to restore or expand flights on popular routes.-WSJ
 “Facebook will pay some users as much as $120 to not use the app or Instagram ahead of the 2020
election as part of a study to "better understand the impact of Facebook and Instagram on key
political attitudes and behaviors during the US 2020 elections." -USA
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Amazon banned foreign merchants from selling seeds and plants to US customers while officials
investigate the Chinese seed packets that were mysteriously delivered to Americans.-NYP
A Saudi court issued final verdicts in the killing of the dissident writer Jamal Khashoggi, months after
one of his sons said he and his siblings had forgiven the men who killed him, effectively eliminating
the possibility that the defendants would be executed.-NYT
Large US banks are concerned about whether loans secured against commercial property will be
repaid as offices, malls, and hotels remain unused—the darkening outlook is evident in disclosures on
so-called criticized loans, the equivalent of debt rated CCC.-FT
SoftBank shareholders erased nearly $9B off the company’s market value Monday after discovering
the Japanese conglomerate was the mysterious “whale” that drove US tech stocks to new highs—
many investors are worried it is increasingly acting like a hedge fund with an appetite for risk.-FT

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 ZeroHedge: Great look at the SoftBank gamma trade https://bit.ly/3ia31up
 CNBC: Hilton Times Square closes https://cnb.cx/35fbKb4
 AEI Op-Ed: Incentivize individual agency to achieve upward mobility https://bit.ly/3lURi5g
Charts from The Daily Shot:
Friday’s payrolls report topped economists’ forecasts.
– Month-over-month changes:
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– US employment level:

Source: @GregDaco
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The hiring rebound for low-wage workers has been the quickest, but there is a long way to go.

Source: Morgan Stanley Research
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The unemployment rate dipped below 9%.

Companies with the “lightest” workforce have been rewarded by the stock market, and there is a
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concern that many firms will not want to return staffing to pre-crisis levels.

Source: @markets Read full article
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There has been a substantial increase in households that “sometimes or often” go hungry.

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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Many can’t cover basic expenses.

Source: Morning Consult Read full article
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The tech mega-caps represent a market that is vastly different from the rest of the S&P 500.

Source: @TheTerminal, Bloomberg Finance L.P. Further reading

Here are the FANG+ stocks vs. their 200-day moving average.

Source: @TheTerminal, Bloomberg Finance L.P.
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History suggests that there are more gains ahead for the S&P 500.

Source: LPL Research

some sector updates.

• Healthcare and biotech (vaccine jitters):
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Source: @markets Read full article
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Housing:

Coffee continues to rally.
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Lumber futures are rolling over.
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WTI crude oil futures broke down after three months of consolidation (now below $40/bbl).

Source: @DantesOutlook
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The status of sports betting across the US:
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Source: @WSJ Read full article

US airport activity:
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Source: Schulte Hospitality Group

App Store/Google Play revenue split with developers:

Source: Statista

When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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